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I This research report is the documentation on a 
I! 
1. study of t he Centra 1 and South .F 1 or ida F 1 o o d Con t r o 1 
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an analytical tool, th at is , a mathematical model, to aid 
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modeling techni que use d to develop a mathematical model. 
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!! Ever since man was eco nomically damaged or 
I 







or avoid the m. With increasing population and land value, 
flood mitigation has been brought into sharper focus in 
recent years [17]. Federal flood mitigation activity dates 
from 1936, with present responsibility under the U. S. 
r ,I Corps of Eng i nee r s a n d the U . S . Department of A g r i c u 1 t u r e . 
,, 
Aiding the Corps of Engineers locally are state government 
I; a g e n c i e s • 
II 





District is such an agency, and flood control is the 
subject of this report. 
In this report, dynamic modeling of a flood 




















The Central and South Florida Flood Control 
District (FCD) is responsible for the management and 
operation of a water resource system, which covers 























the major natural draina ge area s within th e FC O boun da i s 
is the Kissimmee River - Lake Okeechobe system, which 
includes a range of land use from the sprawl of citi es to 
wilderness and farm lands. 
To ensure their initial emphasis, flood control, 
the FCD in consultation with the _Army Corps of Engine e r s 
improved channels and built control structures where 
believed necessary. The purpose of one of these canals 
Canal 38, or Kissimmee River, is to guide flood waters 
from Lake Kissimmee to Lake Okeechobe. 
Canal 38 is located in t he central Florida 
counties of Osceola and Okeechobe. The drainage area 
for Canal 38 is approximately 758 square miles . The 
main natural channel of the r1ver meanders extremely over 
a distance of approxi mately 90 miles, with a total fall 
of about 35 feet. Canal 38 control structures consist 
·f 
ll 









Maximum flows are experie nced in September and October, 
while lowest flows occ ur · during the spring. Lands in 
this lower basin are generally grassy prairies with 
scattered pinewoods and palmetto growths. 
Only once since the construction of Canal 38 




part of October, 196 9 , a flood event in the lower 
Kissi mmee River Basin occurred which caused considera le 
damage to the structures. 
ENVIRONMENTAL NEED 
The flood control Canal 38 of the Flood Control 
District is part of a co mp le x system designed to abate 
flood damage. Canal 38 was constructed to withstand the 
flood with frequency of l in 20 years. However, in 
October, 1969, a 1 flash 1 flood did occur and coupled with 
a prolonged rainfall through September and October, 1969, 
produced da maging results to Canal 38 facilities. Thus, 
for future analysis a mathematical model and computer 
simulation is needed. 
OBJECTIVE 
The objective of this report is to analyze data 
recorded by the Florida Flood Control District. From the 
data analysis establish parameters that will effect the 
building of an inventory-like model for the flood control 
reach, Canal 38. The similarity to inventory models is 
that each section of the reach will be treated as the 
warehouse or storage 'tank 1 , and each section gate complex 
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ma t eri al fl ow. The model building process will be a 
method of ' t rial and error• with model validation based 
on t ~ ~ _ inte gral square error and root mean square . 
SUMM ARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS 
It i s r e commended that simulation work be 
carried out wi t h the model devel oped in this report . 
Estimates of runoff, us e r i nputs and outputs, and seepage 
(base flow) be developed and inc or porated into the model 
to provide a better definition of t he model . Further 1 
II 
modeling be considered f or mini mi z i ng damage and maximizing ~ 
cost effectiveness and benefit s . 
4 
II . DYNAMIC MODEL I NG 
Mo s t scie ntist s a nd engin eers have realized that 
II one of the bas i c pr o b 1 ems i n r es earch i s to f i r s t f i n d the 
right question and then t he ri ght answ er [ 2]. There exists 





model the data ar~ usually lacki ng. Modeli ng is a conve -
nient device that saves storing all possible in fo r mation 
about some physical phenomenon . With a mat he matical model 
and a small amount of data, we can gene r ate t he original 
information. 
i To construct a dyna mic model we go through phases 





modeling, simu l ation, evaluation of res ults (comparison 
with observation and prediction), an d f in ally r eformulation 
1
! i f n e c e s s a r y • 
,l 
I In order to create the an aly tic al model, a study 
~ of the concepts of model j ng is nee ded . 
II 








ii I r 
i! 
cover conti nuous, discrete, an d statistical modeling. 
CO NTI NUOU S MO DE LI NG 
Co nt inu ous sys t ems ar e those systems described by 










a r e used t o express relations between changes in ph ysic al 
quantities . A system of ordinary differential equations 
of the fo rm , 
. . 
f 1[ t , x1 ( t ) , x2(t), . _.., x1(t), x2(t) .. ] = 0 
involves a se t of unkn own fun c tions, xN(t), and their 
derivatives wi t h res pect t o a single independent var i able 
,, 
I t • 
! The procedure for usi ng dif fe r ential equations in 
I modeling is to apply the le ast i ntr icate model to the 
physical system, use it in the s i mulation, and evaluate the , 
results. Based on t his evalu ation you can determine if 
reformulation of your model will be necessary . 
We have as mat hemat i cal mode ling tools both linear ' 
and nonlinear ordinary differen tial equations of the for m: 
a. Non-Interac t ive Model 
1) Li near, t im e varying coefficient 
. 
xl (t ) ;: gl (t) . xl (t) 
. 






















2) Nonlinear self interaction 
. 
· x~(t) X l ( t) = g 1 ( t) X l ( t) + g2(t) 
+ g3(t) · x~(t) + 
. 
· x~(t) x 2 (t) = g l ( t) · x2 (t) + g2(t) 
+ g3(t) · x~(t) + 
b. Interactive Model 
Linear 
. 
x1(t) = _g_(t,x 1 ,x 2 ) = g11 (t) · x1 (t) 
+ gl2(t) . x2(t) 
. 
x 2 (t) = _g_(t,x 1 ,x 2 ) = g21 (t) · x1 (t) 
+ g22(t) . x2(t) 
Nonlinear 
. 
x1 (t) = _g_(t,x 1 ,x 2 ) = g11 (t) · x1 (t) 
+ gl2(t) . x2(t) 
+ g13 (t) · x1 (t) · x2 (t) 
+ g14 (t) · x~(t) + 
. 
x2 (t) = b_(t,x 1 ,x 2 ) = h11 (t} · x1 (t} 
+ h12 (t) x2(t) 
+ h13 (t) · x1 (t} · x2(t) 
+ h14 (t) · x~(t) + .•• 
H 
An alternative approach to ordinary differential 
equations modeling is transfer function modeling . The 
transfer function approach may be applied to a system, or 
part of · ~ system, t hat is linear, time invariant and its 
initial state is in equilibriu m~ The important difference 
l' b e t VJ e e n d i f f e r e n t i a 1 e q u a t i o n s a n d t r a n s f e r f u n c t i o n s i s 
II that the latter does not take into account the initial 
II 











transfer function itself is the Laplace transform of the 
deviation of a systems output (or state variable) from 
equilibrium. The advantage of the transfer function 
approach is that it substitutes algebraic equations for 
linear differential equations, thus facilitating their 
solution. 11 A disadvantage of transfer function modeling 
I applied to ecological systems is that these systems are 
li 
li rarely in a state of equilibrium initially." [4] 
Transfer function modeling is strictly input/ 
output data matching. For a system with input f(t) or 
F(s), and output x(t), or X(s), the transfer function H(s), 
l, 











H(s) = = 
sm +  
'block box• for m 
F ( s ) ~ 
--- ----
b sm-1 
m- 1 + 
m- 1 a 1s + m-
H(s) I X ( s) • 
8 
r--=-=--- ----= -
j Transfer function modeling is used for sy s te ms 
analysis. For exa mp le, to have the power to predict 
q u a n t i t-a· t-i v e 1 y t h e e n e r g y d y n a m i c s o f a n a n i m a 1 1 s r e s p o n s e 
to its environment and to its own nutritional condition, 
j! .1 we need t h e co n c e p t u a 1 framework a n d m a t h em a t i c a 1 too 1 s o f 
li 
1! t h e s y s t em s a n a 1 y s i s a p p r o a c h [ 5 ] . 
I The dyna mic s of a syste m are characterized 







To understand this dynamic behavior we must thoroughly 
analyze its input/output relationships. We generally 
recognize the problem that most physical and biological 
systems do not work on the basis of relat ionship by corre-
lation. It is less generally recognized that such systems 













(storages) and transfers (flows) of matter and energy. We 
have relied upon regression models partiall y because there 
is not enough known about most biological systems to build 
storage-flow models, but also because we are used to 
thinking in terms of relationshi p and not in terms of 
process [ 4 J . 
The methodology of systems analysis, then, 
usually begins with the constr uction of a block (flow ) 
diagra m, a graphic model in which the storages and flow s 
associated with known or suspected co mp onents of the system 
are identif ied . 
9 
The procedure for transfer function or block 
(flow) mode ling is similar to ordinary differential diagra m 
equatio ns- except that a collection of transfer functions is 





















F ( s ) 
F ( s ~ 
Integrator 
~ 
1 I s 
1 
S+a 
F ( s ) 
Differentia tor 
X ( s )., F ( s ) ·I s I X ( s) • 
Exp onent ial Filters 
F ( s) 1 IX(sl . 1 or (S+a)n 
Se cond Order Filters 
X ( s ) 
Lead - Lag Filters 
F ( s ) J'L ---( S-+-a -) n_ ..,l X ( s ) • l (S+b)n . 
==ii::=:! == =======-==--== -==--------
II 
II 
X ( s) ~ 
1 0 
DISCRET E MOD ELING 
Fo r di scr e t e mod e ling, differen ce equ ations are 
our mathemati cal t ools [ 3]. Like ordinary di f f ere nt ial 
11 equations, di ff e rence equations exp ress rel at i ons between 
changes in physic a l quantities. · A system of diffe r en ce 
II e q u a t i o n s o f t h e f o r m , 
!I II f ; [ t ' X 1 ( t ) ' X 2 ( t ) ' . . . ' X 1 ( t + 1 ) , X 2 ( t + 1 ) , . . . J = 0 
·I 
·1 i n v o 1 v e s a set of u n k n ovJ n fun c t i on s , X n ( t) and the i r di s-
I 
l placements with respect to a si ngle independent var i able, t. 
i 






exactly the same as ord in ary di f ferential equation s . Beg in 
with the least co mple x model appli cabl e to the physic a l 
syste m, perfo rm s im ulation, and evaluate the result s . 
Based on t his e val uatio n, model refo r mulation is dec id ed . 
Modeling steps for di ffe r ence equations : 
a . Non-Interactive Model 
1 . Li near, ti me varyi ng coefficients 
x1 (t+l ) = g 1 ( t ) . X l ( t) X l ( 0) = c, 
X2(t+l) = g2(t) X2(t) x2(0 ) ::: c2 
2 . Nonline ar , se l f- interacti ve 
x1 ( t +l) ::: gl . X l ( t) + g2 . X ~ ( t) + 
X2( t +l) = gl 



























Interactive l~o de 1 
Exa mp le 
·x~ ( t + 1 ) = g(t,x 1 ,x 2) = gll . X 1 ( t) + 912 . X2(t) 
X2(t+l) = g(t, x1 ,x 2) =. g 1 2 X 1 ( t) + 922 
. X2(t) 
1 . Linear, time varying coefficients 
x1(t+l) = 9ll(t) . X 1 ( t) + gl2(t) X2(t) 
X2(t+l) = 921(t) 
. X l ( t) + 922(t) . X2(t) 
2. Nonlinear, time varying coefficients 
x1(t+l) = 911 
. X l ( t) + 912 X2(t) 
+ g13 . X l ( t) X2(t) + 914 . X~(t) 
+ g15 . X~(t) + 
X2(t+l) = g21 
. X l ( t) + g22 . X2(t) 
+ g23 . X l ( t) X2(t) + g24 . X~(t) 
+ g25 . X~(t) + . .. 
For the same consideratio ns as discussed in the 




function modeling of discrete models . The transforms are 
Z-transforms which have the same type of character istics 
I 
1! 
as Laplace transforms discussed earlier. 
The transfer functio n result ing fro m the 
;j 
!I 








input/output variabl es of the physical system. For 
example with an input x(Z) and output y(Z) the discrete 
transfer functio n may be represented as, 






-N + ANZ 
+ b z-q 
q 
Some advantages and disadvantages of transfer 
'I j func
1
tion modeling have been mentioned while discussing 






A modeling technique that is not an addition to 
continuous and discrete modeling, but ·rather a supplement 
;I to them i s s tate v a r i a b 1 e s [ 4] . 
II 
The purpose of state 
variables is to redefine the model into a notation more 
comfortable to the engineer and also to aid in the solution ' 
which will be discussed later. We have examined differ-
e~tial equations describing dyna mical systems. Now suppo s e 
we have an Nth order differential equation that we would 
like to replace by a set of N first order equations. 
i 
1









differential equation [16]: 
j" + ay + bY + cy + dy = f(t). 
1 3 
==r -~-...;.;;.-- ---
1 Using a change of variable technique, y = x1 , put this 














X4 = - aX 4 - bX 3 - cX 2 - dX 1 + f(t) 
1 or in matrix form 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 1 0 
= + 
0 0 0 1 
-d -c -b -a 
X = A X + B U 
where 








is the input distribution matrix ( xM) 
state vector (Nxl) 
U input vector (Mxl) 
I' 
I! 
~ *These parameters may be time varying. 




The state variable tech ni que can al so be us ed with 
difference equations. Fo r exa mple co nsider the difference 
equation 
y(k+4) + ay(k+3) + by(k+2 ~ + cy(k+l) + dy(k) = f(k) 
Using the change of variable techn iq ue agai n, x1 (k) = y(k), 
the equation can be put into state varia ble f orm as follows: 
Let 
x1 (k+l) ·= y(k+l) = X2(k) 
X2(k+1) = y(k+2) = x3(k) 
X3(k+1) = y(k+3) = X4(k) 
X4(k+l) = -aX4(k) - bX 3(k) - c X 2. ( k ) - d X l ( k ) + f ( k ) 
or in matrix form 
x, (k+1) 0 1 0 0 X 1 ( k) 0 
X2(k+1) 0 0 1 0 X2( k) 0 = + f(k) 
x3 (k+1) 0 0 0 1 x3 (k) 0 
x4(k+l) -d -c -b -a x4(k) 1 
or 
X(k+l) =A X(k) + B f(k) - -
Now that we have t he fra mew ork to model our 
system, the next step is to val id ate t he model. A 
procedure, combined with exp erien ce and insight, is simply 




PHYSICAL DESCR IPTION 
I As previous ly di sc ussed, Canal 38 exists between 
I, Lake Kissimme e and Lake Ok eec hobee [1]. 
I 







distance between the t wo l akes is about 52 miles, but the 
Kissimmee River distance is abo ut 90 miles with a total 
fall of about 35 feet (see Fi gu r e 1). 
Vertical lift i ng gates whi ch all ow water to flow 
onto adjacent spillways, termed ga t ed s pillways, are the 
control system for Canal 38. The five ga t ed spillway 
structures: 65A, 658, 65C, 65D, and 65E are physically 
) 
described in Table I [1 ]. 
TABLE I 
GATE DESCRIP TI ONS 
Safety Maximum 
Control Nu mber Widt h x Height Discharge 
Gate Of Gates (Fee t) (cfs) 
65A 3 27 X 13. 7 11,000 
658 3 27 X 1 3 . 7 14,000 
65C 4 27 X 1 3 . 7 18,000 
650 4 27 X 1 3 . 7 21,300 





























In order to gain further information about the II 
II 




blue prints were obtained, as well as, design specifica-- .. -
tions [6, 7]. Table II summarizes the data abstracted 

































CANAL 38 PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS 
Reach Section 65 65A 65B 
Manning's 
Coefficient of 
Roughness ( n ) .03 .03 .. 0 3 
Average Bottom 
E 1 e v a t i o n t~ S L 
(ft) 1 7. 8 10.6 2.9 
Average Ground 
Elevation (ft) 46.6 41 . 6 34.7 
Average Bottom 
Width (ft) 90. 100. 140. 
Reach Length 



















----=--=--~------ == - - a. --
The side s 1 ope for Can a 1 38 i s one ( 1 ) f oot 
vertical on two (2) feet horizontal. Fi gure 2 diagrams 
a cross-section of Canal 38. 
GROUND 
FIGURE '2 
CROSS-SECTION CANAL 38 
SURFACE WIDTH _j 1 I SIDE 
21 SLOPE 
~ ELEIION WATE-R DEPTH 
BOTTOM ELEVATION 









The sections (65, 65A, etc.) were further 
divided into upper and lo wer po rti ons. Upper and lower 
divisions we~~ due to the data re cord ed f or stage readings 
in each section. 
Stage readings were r~ c orde d f or the periods 
April, 1970, through March, 1972 , f or bot h the upper and 
lower divisions of the sections (8]. For t he sam e period, 
each section maintained daily ra inf all and ga te height 
change logs. Complementing the precedi ng data l ogs, 
information was gathered for the sa me period on to tal 
monthly evaporation rates [9]. The logs , st age , rainfall, 
gate heights, and evaporation rates were t hen formatted 
for computer program use. 
ASSUMPTIONS 
The following assumptions were ma de t o aid in 
defining the dynamic system: 
1. The evaporation rates were r ecordings of 
the Lake Alfred Experi mental Station 
located approxi mate ly 30 miles northwest 
of section 65. The monthly total readings 
were averaged fo r da ily evaporation rates 




















It i s known that Canal 38 is used by the 
public fo r irri gation , drainage, and any 
other us e allo wed by the Flood Control 
District. The exact amount that might 
e f f e c t t h e v o 1 u me· o f C a n a 1 3 8 i s o n 1 y 
known to be 11 Small 11 • Also, estimates of 
groundwater seepage, s ub- surface flows, 
transpiration rates, or ot her hydrological 
parameters not previously men t io ned as 
recorded are unkno wn. Th er efo r e, a 
parameter£ will be defined t hat combines 
the unknowns mentioned her e - i n . 
The side slopes and botto m of t he cana l 
were assumed to be straig ht f or computations , 
of cross-sectional area and vol ume . 
Coefficient of discharge for t he gated 
spillways was assumed to be that for 
rectangular orifice he ad cement material 
[.10]. 
Due to misplaced information , gate 4 for 
sections 65C and D and gates 4, 5, and 6 
of section 65E were gi ven the same height 




I Js. It was assumed that both the rainfall and 
evaporation effected an area 100 feet long 






7 . The FCD suggested that Lake Istokpoga does 
not effect Canal 38 at present because the 
connecting spillway has yet to be completed. 
A block flow diagram of the dynamic system, 
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P: PRECIPITATIO N 
E : EVA P 0 RAT I 0 N 
F: STREAM FL OW 
Q: GATE DISCHARGE 
























1. Equation to compute wet cross-sectional 
a_rea: 
I FIGURE 4 
II 






I. _j 1' SIDE 
I I 2' SLOPE ,, 
I WL 
I I 
I • J 
I I . 
BW 
I. 
BW = Bottom Width (ft) 
WL = Water Level (ft) 
sw = Surface Width (ft) 
WA = Wet Area (ft 2 ) 
SW = BW + 4. * WL ,..____--- ----
WA = WL * . 5 ( B W + S W) 
= WL * .5 (BW + BW + 4. * WL) 
then 































Hydraulic radius for trapazoidal 
channel [11]: 
Let Z = (S W - BW)/WL 
X = WL/BW 
then we can say R' the hydraulic radius 
1 + Z * X 
R = ------------------- * WL 
1 + 2 • * X * 11 + Z 2 
Streamflow, Manning's equation [12]: 
Let flow, F, be the discharge in cubic 
feet per day. 
( 2 ) 
F = 1 .49/n * WA * R213 * v'-5- ( 3) ,, 
where n = t~ ann i n g • s c o e f.f i c i e n t of roughness 
5 = Energy Gradient II 
I; 
= !Head Lossi/Length 
II 
I 
4 . Gate discharge through s ubmerged orifice I a 
I 
[ 11 J : j, 
the discharge in 
I Let gate discharge, Q ' be I ' 
cubic feet per day. 
Q = c A I 2 g h ( 4) 
c = . 0 6 , coe fficient of discharge 
for submerged orifices [10]. 
A = area of opening (ft 2) 
h = difference in water surface 
elevation (ft) 
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5. Equat i ons for cal culating dynamic surface 
1 evel: 
__ Fi gure 5 displa ys a se cti on side view of 
Canal 38. 
FIGURE 5 




I L WLL = Wate r Le vel Lower 






I (ft) I 
I 
Al = Area of Re ctangle (ft
2 ) j 
Tr ia ngle (ft 2) 1 A2 = Area of 
L = Len gth of Section (ft) I 
I 
I 
Once a calculated vo lume i s established, a 
surface level need be co mputed . Using 
~ 
equation (1) for a rea t hen , I 
Al WLL * (B W + 2 WLL) I = 
'I 
A2 = .5 * (WLU WL L) * (BW + 2 (WLU - WL L ) )( 
26 













v = volume of Figure 4 and h = 
v = L * (Al + A2) 
v = L * WLL * BW + 2 * L * WLL 2 
+ .5 * L * h * BW + h2 
V/2L = WLL 2 + .5 * BW * WLL 
+ .25 (h * BW + h2/L) 
WLL 2 + .5 * BW * WLL 
WLU -
+ [.25 (h * BW + h2/L) - V/2L] = 0 
solving for WLL 
WLL BW/2 
-r------;;:---------.,....----~1 
(BW/2) 2 + (-h + 2V/L) ' + 
( 5) 
I MODELING TECHNIQUE 
I Since information about the physical parameters 
I i and mathematical relationships have been defined, and a 
I 
system block flow diagramed, we are able to establish a 
1modeling technique. 
The modeling technique, • tria 1 and error •, 
consists of the following steps: 
1 . Pi c k a mode 1 . 
2. Simulate or determine the best fit to the 




3. Compute a performance index. 
4. Check if the index is satisfactory. 
5 • I _f _ s a t i s f a c t o r y , u s e t h e m o d e 1 • 
6 . If unsatisfactory, repeat procedure until 
the criterion is met. 



























So me pos s ible s tatistical measures t hat ca n be 
co mpute t he performance index [13] are as f ol lo ws : 
1 . _ Tl+e li nea r co rrelation coefficie nt, defined 
by ' 




E .E y. - E 
i = 1 1 
c~ 
i:l X~ 2] ~ i = 1 2 ( N 1 . 1 1 = y9 2] 
(6) 
where N is the numb er of observations of t he 
observed variab l e X and generated variabl e Y, 
also X and Y are as s umed to have a line ar 
relationship. LCC has t he followi ng 
\ 
pro perties 
i ) - 1 < LCC + 1 < -
i i ) The closer t he value of LCC to e i t he r 
+ 1 or - 1 ' th e better is the agree ment 
between t he two variables fo r t he 
ass um ed linear relations hi p 
i i ; ) A val ue of LCC closer to ze r o indicates 
t ha t t he t wo variables are un cor r e lated . 
2. Th e s pec ial correlation coefficie nt , defined 
by ' 
N N 
y~ 2 E X. y. - E 
i = 1 1 1 i = 1 1 sec = N 
E X ~ 
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I 
measures the agreement between the known I 
I 
variable X and its estimated value Y in j 
tarms of sums of squares of their deviation. 
sec exhibits the following properties: 
i ) sec < + 1 
i i ) sec = + 1 if (X. = y. ' i = 1 , N) 1 . 1 
i i i ) sec = 0 if y . = 2X. 
1 1 
By comparing the linear correlation 
coefficient LCC and the special correlation 
coefficient sec we observe that 
a. SCC is similar to LCC in that the clos~r 
is the value of sec to + 1 the better is 
the agreement between observed and 
calculated values. 
b. sec does not have the property of in-
variance under change of scale and 
location. 
c. The distribution of SCC is unknown, hence 
the test of significance of the value of 
sec cannot be performed. 
Thus, although sec is not a correlatio n 






































be used as a measure of agreement between 
observed and calculated values of a variable. 
3. A-Statistical measure of yet another type is 
the integral square error (ISE). ISE 
describes the agree ment between the time 
distribution of the calculated and observed 
values of a variable. The smaller the value 
of ISE, the better the agree ment between the 
observed and the calculated values. The ISE 
is defined by, 
[; ~1 (X. 2 T/2 y . ) 1 1 
ISE = X 100 N 
L x. 
i = 1 1 ( 8) 
Table III gives possible ratings that might 
be applied to these statistical measures. 
These ratings are meant as a guide, not a 

















I TABLE III 













The performance criteria used fo r a satisfactory model were ~ 
the integral square error, (0 % < ISE < 3%), and root mean 
square error, (0. < RMS < 1.5). If t hese criteria were 
satisfied, the model was accepted. 
Simulation of the closed mode l described by 
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tl~n ·-=~---- ---~==:~ storage modeling a relationship among storage, inflow, 
~ and outflow is postulated. 
~ s = c Q 
A simple relationship can be, 
I 
(8) 
where, S is the storage, Q is the outflow at any time, 
and C is a constant called the ~torage coefficient [13]. 
The storage equation (8), when combined with the hydrologic 
'I con t i n u i ty e quat i on we have , 
. 
I - Q = S 
where, I is the inflow. Projecting this type of mathe-
matical model to the Canal 38 closed system results in, 
. 
( 9 ) 







V = Rate of volume change with respect to time 





= Streamflow (ft 3/day) 
= Actual volume of rain effecting stream (ft 3/day) 
= Average discharge thru gate structures (ft 3/day) 
= Actual volume of evaporation effecting stream 
(ft 3;day) 
=AS (A 1 ·Flow + A2·Rain- A3·Q- A4 ·Evap), 
percent of change of unknown hydrologic 
parameters, (0 2. As < .1) 





H ~ . 
I 
II 
The linea r , t im e-inv arian t differential equation (10) was 
used to si mul ate t he uppe r a nd lower sections of Canal 38. 
Coefficients fo r equation (10 ) were initially guessed to 
,I b e o n e ( 1 . 0 ) e x c e p t A S , a s s u m e d z e r o ( 0 . 0 ) i n i t i a 1 1 y . 
l 
I The EAI 8400 digita l ·computer was programmed in 
I FORTRAN IV (see Appendix A) a ll owing on-line change of 
I coefficients As only, or A1 t hr ough As , at the end of each 
'I 







Runge-Kutta fourth order with fixed step size wa s used on 
the integration technique. Choice of Runge-Kutta inte-
gration was to facilitate furt her prog r ammi ng in case the 
found differential equations were non-line ar. Further 
discussion of integration tec hni ques is fo un d in Chapter~ 
III, Simulation Considerations. A s t e p siz e of one-tenth 
(.1) day was the integration increment. 
Values for the coeff i c i ents A1 t hrough As were 
based on observed data for the per io d January 1 to 
December 31, 1971. The val ues i n Ta bl e IV for A1 through 
As satisf i ed the integral sq uare error and root mean square 






L = Lower 











MODEL COEFFICIENT VALUES 
BASED ON 1971 OBSERVED DATA 
Section 
Section 
Al A2 A3 A4 
L 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 
u -.8 1 . 0 -1 . 0 1 . 0 
L 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 • 0 1 . 0 
u -1 . 0 1 • 0 - 1 . 0 1 . 0 
L • 5 1 . 0 1 . 5 1 . 0 
u -1 . 0 1 . 0 -1 . 0 1 . 0 
L . 5 1 . 0 1 . 0 1 . 0 
u -1 . 0 1 . 0 - 1 . 0 1 . 0 











Due to lack of data describing section 65E lower, 
no equations were developed for section 65E. Therefore, 
section 65E upper would be considered the final output of 





















MODEL VALID ATION 
To establish t he va lidity of t he model, the 
j values from Ta b_le IV were app li ed t o equation (10) for 
I· e a c h s e c t i o n • The observed da t a f or t he periods April 1 
through December 31, 1970, and 'Ja nu ary 1 through March 31, 
1972, were then used as the rea l -worl d data input. The 
statistical results for 1971, 19 70 , and 197 2 are given in 
Table V. 
These statistical results represent the IS E f or 
each section which needed to be less t han 3% over t he total 
run time, 365 days. Three percent of the maxi mum stage 
height, 50 feet, or 1.5 feet established the t olerated 
deviation from t he observed data for the RMS err or 
. -
criterion. Hydrographs, such as Fi gure 8, which plot 
calculated and observed stage he i ght ve r s us t ime , were 
The ordinate axis 
\ 
I, used as a vi sua 1 aid for v a 1 ida t ion. 
increment varies with each hyd r ograp h f r om .2 to 1 foot so 
as to fit in the required pape r co nst raints . The varying 
ordinate increment should be re alized whi l e analyzing each 
hydrograph. It was noted fro m t he graphs that some 
calculated app r oxi mations did no t fo llow all troughs and 
peaks of the obse rv ed data. The trough and peak 










1) A trough or peak could have occurred in the 
real-world data because of a canal user 
O~!put or input of water. Although the £ 
term is part of the mathematical equation 
to incorporate th~ unrecorded use, it would 
apply the withdrawal or addition over the 
total run time rather than just the period 
of change. Since it is impossible to know 
when or how much change would occur, the 
approximating equation could not change the 
value of E periodically during the run. 
2) High frequency stage height oscillation was 
digitally filtered from both the observed 
and calculated data. The digital filtering 
smoothed the calculated data to the 11 Step" 
type plot on the graphs. This digital 
filtering explains the periods where it 
seems the stage is constant. 
3) The gate height changes were compacted by 
averaging gate height change per 12 hours. 
This compaction might also be a reason for 
the low frequency of stage height change in 








Since the observed stage height changes 
were expressed in the closed simulation as 
6th order least square polynomials, some 
of the extreme changes in the observed data 
may have been smoothed out because of this 
approximation. 
The mathematical equations presented in this 
report could now be linked . together as described by Canal 
38 block flow diagram (see Figure 3). Linked equations 
could then be used as a total simulation of Canal 38, but 
before leaping into a simulation,such considerations as 
instabilities, numerical approximation techniques, and 
integration step size need to be studied. These simulation 
considerations will be generally discussed in Chapter III. 
Upon user satisfaction of the simulation of Canal 
38, an optimal control problem can be implemented by 
defining each gate of each section as control variables. 
Each control variable will have some mathematical inter-
pretation implemented in the simulation. The resulting 
control simulation could be used for solving optimal flood 
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TABLE v 
STATISTICAL MODEL VALIDATION RESULTS 
ISE ( %) RMS Error (ft) I 65 L '• 1971 . 1 .88 1970 ** ** 
1972 .03 . 1 4 
65A U 
1 9 71 .05 . 4 5 
1970 ** ** 
1972 .03 . 1 2 
65A L 
19 71 . 18 1 . 4 
1970 ** ** 
1972 . 1 .38 
658 u . 
1971 . 11 .86 
1970 ** ** 
1972 . 1 .39 
658 L 
\. 1971 . 1 7 1 . 08 
1970 . 2 1 . 08 
1972 .07 .22 
65C U 
1971 .09 .56 
1970 .02 . 14 
1972 .08 .25 
65C L 
1971 . 21 1 . 04 
1970 .06 .26 
1972 .24 .59 
650 u 
1971 . 1 6 .83 
1970 .09 .38 
1972 . 1 5 .38 
650 L 
1971 .09 .34 I 1970 . 1 2 .42 ' I I 1972 . 1 6 .32 
II ** Too sparse observed data for model validation. 
' ·----- --· 
1.!9 •. 0 
FIGURE 8 
- 08SERVED 
STAGE 65 LOWER 1971 
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ADVANTAGES AND DISAD VAN TAG ES 
A distinct ad vantage to t he 'trial and error' 











judgment and experience to fo rmulate an initial model of 
the system. The model is the n analy zed for its r e 1 i a b i 1 i ty ; 
thus, the analyst need not have th e complete mathematical 
-
description of his problem be f or e si mulation is started. 
The major disadvantage to 't ri al and error' 
modeling is that the resulting model need not be a unique 
solution. Also, the analyst is forced i nto s imulation 
considerations before the mathematical model is built, 
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1 
I 
III. SIMULATIO N CO NSI DERA TIONS 
Digital simulation of a co ntinuous model involves 
the use of a machine whic h operat es i n discrete time-steps 
to approximate systems whose stat e t ransformations occur in ',I 
It 
infinitesimal increments of ti me. The r efore , the topic of 
numerical method selection is relevant [3 ]. 
DISCRETE MODEL SIMULATION 
The greatest advantage of us ing difference I 
I 
equations to model the physical system is t ha t 
are directly applicable to a digital machine . 
th e equations 1 
Therefore, II 
if possible, diffe r ence eq uat i ons s hould be used to model I 
the system especially if a di gi tal si mul ati on is planned. 
I 
CONTINUOUS MODEL SIMULATIO N 'I 
Some models usi ng li near , t ime-invariant differ-
ential equations can be so lv ed by exact difference equations. 
I 
The solution points of t hes e difference equations will fall 
on the continu ous sol uti on of the differential equations. 
The proced ure f or obtaining an exact difference [ 
equation is by transfo rmation . 1 ) Laplace transform the 
differe nt ia l equ at i ons. 2) Apply the Inverse Laplace trans-
















from step 2 using Z-transforms which discretizes the model. 
4) Through inversion, obtain an exact difference equation 
in the t doma~n~ Although this is the exact replication of 
the differential equations, it is usually very difficult 
and time consuming to produce the exact difference equation. 
,, 
Another method for solving the differential equa- I 
I 
tions consists of obtaining approximate difference equa- ~ 
'I tions. A characteristic of approximate difference equa- 1 
tions is that we are mathematically guessing at what the 
next solution point of the dynamic system should be. The 
most used approximate difference equations are the numeri-
cal integration methods. Numerical accuracy and stability 
should be part of the criteria used to select numerical 
methods. 
To determine the order of accuracy of any 
numerical integration technique, we need only evaluate the , 
!I 
i first term after truncating the Taylor series expansion. ! 
I We can use as an example, the Modified Euler Method and 
I 
II 
I determine the order of accuracy of this technique. I 
~ Given a function 
f(x) = x = - ax, x(O) = C 
Then performing a Taylor series expansion on x(t) 
x(t) = e -at.x(O) 
[1 - at + } (at)2 - + 1 (at)n] = n ~ . . . -
for notation X(O) = x0 and X(n) = Xn 
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then 
xn e-at = [1 - at + ~ (at) 2 
the modified Eu l er method i s 
XN+l = XN + 
t 
[f(x N,t N) + _f(xN+l ,tN+l )] 2 
= XN + ! [- ax N - aXN+l ] 2 
vJhere XN+l = X N - at x N 
then 
XN+ 1 = xN + ~ [- axN - ax N + a2t xN ] 
comparing th.e two expansions: 
Modified Euler xN+l = xN - at xN + ~ (at) 2 xN 
Taylor Series Ex p xN · e -at = xN - a t XN 
+ ~( a t ) 2 XN - ~(at) 3 XN 
Since the first te r m truncated is - ~ (at) 3 xN then its 
accuracy is second order. This in f orm ation guides us in 
numerical method select i on fo r accuracy. 
The most co mm on s our ces of error are truncation 
and round-of f er r or , bu t the most important, yet widely 
abused, criter i on of error is numerical instability. Most 
numerical meth ods bec ome unstable if the 'steps' are made 
long enoug h in re lation t o the time constants of the system. 
Rig ht up to th e po int where instability occurs the met hod 













1 instability results in the generation of completely 
1 erroneous solutions. Assuming the physical system itself 
is stable, we mu~t consider the stability of the numerical 
method. 
Consider the Euler method of the form 
~N+l = (I + AT)fN ,[14]. For simplicity, consider the 
scaler case with the results being extendible to the 
vector case. The Euler method represents a first order 
difference equation in the scaler case, XN+l = (1 + aT)XN. 
In order for the solution to remain bounded, 11 + aTI ~ 1. 
That is, the single root of the characteristic equation 
must lie within the unit circle in what is called the 
'eigenvalue plane'. In order to extend the results to \he 
vector case, let the coefficient •a• be complex, then 
a = cr + jw. Now we have 
11 + (cr + jw)T I ~ 1 
I ( 1 + crT) + j ( w T ) I < 1 
I (1 + crT) 2 + (wT) 2 < 1 
I This is the equation of a circle in the eigenvalue plane, 
1: and in order to preserve numerical stability of the 
j solution of the Euler method, the value of the step, or 
sample timeT, must be kept low enough so that the root 
lies within the unit circle. For a real value of a, 
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For systems with large eigenvalues, this is an extremely 
severe restriction. 
In a similar manner we can analy ze the stability 
regions of many other standard nu merical in t egrati on 
jl 
I 






menton sample timeT. Therefore, a nece ssary condition 
for numerical stability has been establis hed, but t here is 
no guarantee that all values ofT from zero to the l imiting 
value will yield an accurate solution. Lomax [15] has 
suggested that the error in any method, as is gi ve n by the 
lowest order nonvanishing truncation term s , lo ses i t s 
significance when these terms exceed about one -te nth . To 
rely on such error estimates, T should be chos en so that 
jaTI < 0. 1, where a is the maxi mum eige nvalue of the system . 
However, it should be noted that jaT I < 0.1 i s an overly 
restrictive sufficient conditio n since t he ne cessary 
condition, laT I < 2 is all that is req ui r ed . 
Yet another popula r ap pr oach to s olving difference 
! 
and differential equations is t he stat e variable method [14] .. · 
Although the state variable t echn i qu e obtains its highest 




application in no nlinear case s . As a note of caution, most ~ 
I' 
I 
practical eco logical problems cannot have a satisfactory 
~ differe nces i n predicted sol utions , s tability, and observed 
linear represe nt a t i on and doing so could lead to large 
measurements [4] . 
47 
One of the major a ttributes of the state 
variable tec hn iq ue is it s adaptability to automated 
numerical co mputati on. What we are interested in is the 
impulse respo nse a nd transie nt response for general forcing 
functions. The modeli ng tec hnique assumes the syste m is 
in the form of state vari abl es , i . e . , a syste m of first 
. 
order linea r differential e quations~= A(t)~. Also all 
systems are considered as sa mpl ed data systems with 
parameters held constant over a sa mp li ng period. This 
does not cause any loss of ge ne ra l ity for fixed continuous 
or discrete syst em s , or time va rying discrete systems. 
However, for time varying co ntinu ous systems in general 
this will result in appro xi mate sol utions. Satisfactory 
\ 
results ca n be obtain ed for sys tems where a small enough 
sampling pe ri od can be chos en s uch that the variable terms 
do not ch an ge s i gni ficant l y over a s ample period. 
Since most systems including ecological systems 
have a fo r c ing f un ct ion u( t), the form of a differential 
', equation bec ome s , 
X = A(t)~ + ~(t) 
whe r e ~ ( t ) is a column vector containing the input 
f unctio ns . The s olu t ion of 'transient response•, i.e., 
(a sy s tem responding t o an input as the syste m approac hes 
48 
steady state), w i 11 be of the form 
II 
11 
+ [\(t -X(t) = q>(t,t 0 )X(t 0 ) /..)Bu(/..)d/.. ( l 1 ) il 
to 
where the state transition matrix q>(t,t
0
) = e A(t-t 0 ) for 
A constant (not time varying). Of course, evaluating the 
convolution integral on the right side of equation (11) 
can be very time consuming. But in the case of sampled 
systems of period length T and if u(t) is constant over T 
and A held constant over each sample period then 
X(T) = eATX(o) + J~AAdABu(o) 
or in general 
X((k+l]T) = eATX(kT) + [ ~~AAdj Bu(kT) 
\ 
Although numerical integration still seems necessary, we 
th T 1 · . f re:r A/..d' and can use e ay or ser1es expans1on or ) ~ A 
0 
integrate this series term by term. Thus the form for 
integrating is 
rr A/.. At 2 (At) 2t + + (At)Nt ) e dX = I + At + - 2- + - 3! · · · TN+TT! + .. · 
0 
In the case where u(t) varies over the sampling period we 
must either resort to numerical integration, or look for a 





~ The main advantage of the state variable tech-
I 
I nique is the tremendous reduction in computer time required 
to simulate lar~e sets of linear, time invariant 
differential or difference equations. 
Simulation languages essentially attempt to 
provide access to digital computers for purposes of studying 
time-behavior of dynamic systems without programming in a 
complex general purpose language such as Fortran. They 
are special purpose languages based on the common features 
of all simulation problems, and as such they are relatively 
simple and easy to use. The latest entries into the field, 
incorporate virtually every feature of analog computers -
except instantaneous turnaround. There is little questi~n 
that simulation languages, because of their great power, 
versatility, and simplicity, will become of leading 
significance to ecological modeling in the years ahead. 
Some of the common simulation languages are: 
CSMP, CSSL, DSL, DYNAMO, GPSS, MIDAS, MIMIC, and PACTOLUS 
[4]. Although digital simulation languages are sophisti-
cated, they are very computer time consuming. Therefore, 
hybrid simulation is often found the more economical, 
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J 
I V . SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Construct i on of a dynamic model can be 
summarized by pro blem recog niti on, problem formulation, 
analytical modeli ng, si mula t io n, evaluation of results, 
and reformulation if necessa ry. The analytical modeling 
procedure is either continuous or di sc rete in concept. 
Continuous modeling need be discre ti ze d f or digital 
simulation e ith er exactly or appr oximated by difference 
equations. If discrete mode l ing ca n be employed at the 
analytical model s t age, it shou l d be used if simulation 
with a digital comp uter is fo re seen. If the simulation 
tool is an an al og or hyb r i d system, the continuous model 
need not be disc reti zed. 
\ Employ in g the proce dure for construction of a 
dynamic mode l s ummar ized above, a continuous model for 
t he flo od control Canal 38 was built. Evaluation tools 
for t he model were t he integral square error and root 
mean sq uar e err or. If t he model simulated did not meet 
t he crite ria, it was reformulated and tried again. Thus, 
the method of 'trial and error' model building is useful 
to a ny modeling task since it is independent of the tas k. 
Th e yal idated analytical model concluded to a set of 


































solution was solved by the Runge Kutta technique during 
the model validation stage. Previous and following years 
data from the base year were simulated and satisfied 
criteria for a valid model. 
Simulation of Canal 38 should consider both 
hybrid and digital simulatio n techniques. Measures for 
choice of simulation tools should be economics, precision, 
and machine availability. If digital simulation is 
chosen, careful consideration of an integration technique 
need be analyzed. 
RECOMMENDATIO NS 
To obtain a useful simulation for Canal 38, 
'\ 
the model presented in this study need be linked together 
with a control system. The control system should optimize 
storage in the canal for both normal and hazardous 
conditions. Therefore, the control system will minimize 


















































. {')MMII~ I /DYNA ~ I D Q AM(40), ~ISTRC8) 
COMMON /FUNC/ Al.A ~ .EVAPR,RAl NR,Q .F LO . ~3.A~ . 5 
COM MON /ERR/ ORS< 165>,CALCC3 65), I PTS,A~E.''O~, 
* S OBS 
COM~O~ /CO M / R A I ~ < ~ ,365>,FV~P<365>,M0<12> · o ~~ 
*q(~).8f')TEL<5), r,qN EL<5> , 80TWTH<5>,r.ATFC5 .P 1 - G 
*TH!5),AF~EA<5>,COFF IN <7>,T I 1C365),TL2<365 ),G < ~) 
*•G HG1cn.OLK>, GCYG? co, ai K>,~PRX<7>.APR x1<7>,v ' 
~,08$1(365) 
OIMEN~ION EVAP1c1 2 ) 
OIMEN ~ION A(8 0 ) 
I NTEGER T 1, TL2 
EXTENO~D NAME<B> 
EQUIVALENCE <ERF LG,PARAM<19)) 
LOGICAL ERrLG 
DATA M0/31,28,31,30,31,30,31,31,30,31,30,31/ 
C** REAC~ KSECT KRAIN LnW 
c $65 1 1 
C S65L 1 2 
C S65AU ' 2 2 1 
C S65AL 2 3 
~ ~65BU 3 3 1 
C S65BL 3 4 
C S65CU 4 4 1 
C S65CL 4 5 
C ~- S650U 5 5 1 
C S65D L 5 6 
· C S65EU 6 6 
1 00 CONTINUE 
READ ( 5, 91 0 ) I STRT, LO W, KSECT, KRA t N , KOPT 
c 
c~§I NPUT AND CONVERT RAI N FA LL DATA 
c .,. 
c 
C§ CHECK IF NEW RAINFA LL AND EV~P. JS NEEDED 
. 
IF<KOPT .EQ. 1> GO To 24 0 
















































I ~J n X = 0 
L =· "1 
2 r ~ c. tTI"J U:: 
I T = ~ T + 1 
~~ t=-:J~<I=oc-
R;: .• F)(s,921 t.~> /l 
I;<TFIJF . EQ. l ) GO ' 0 2 ~ :) 
2 ? : Ct..l l q;::'JF(!~Oc-) 
q::.t.Q(5,9 01 ) l Oll F , RAI . JR 
IF<TEnF.~G . l)G~ T~ 20 2 
P.JO X = I :ox + iOAT;: 
-'":*QA I U.JI TS T FTIO~Y 
,.,. ._, 
RAJN<t ,I OATt: > = R ' INR* <1 .112.> 
G'l TO 2 0 1 
2 7 / CC!f\' T "~UE 
NREM = MO< I CT) - i QATt: 
I JII X = I f\10 X + NREiv! 
G0 TO 200 
20 ""' CQNT!"JU~ 
L = L + 1 
ICT = 0 
IF<L .:;: 'J .7 ) GQ .,. 0 2 ~ 0 
GO T 2;10 
, 
'-' 
C *IN~ U T ~~0 coqRECT EVAP . RA TES 
c 
! CT = 0 
RE:A.0(5,9 0 0 ) A 
22 ~ ICT = I CT + 1 
C .~L L REOF < I EOF > 
























1 0 1 
1 0 2 
1 :"~ 
1 (~ L 
I 1 . .'i 5 





1 1 1 
I 1 2 
1 1 3 
1 1 4 
' 115 
1 1 6 
1:17 
j l 8 
11 9 
II --- I 
j;" ( 1F'1F' . f n . 1>Gn T I 240 
r: 
r: ·~ C ('l l\1 II ~ R - T ('l r T I i) A Y E V ~ P . R A T t= 
f VAD1CiDA TEl : ~Vi\PR* ( l./12 . ) * (1. / t-10( C 
Gl Tn 221 
2t r>, r.n~~.JTr ,u :;: 
I IA YC: : 0 
I ·'J '< = 0 
~J v n = t c r - 1 
n '! 2 4 1 I = : , ~,· ~.., o 
1l AY C: : ~ D AYS • MOCl ) 
1_ = 1-1 n c 1 > 
on 242 J =l , L 
! lO X = i\JCi X + 1 
F VA P (T~OX) = EVAP l ( l) 
2t 2 C , ' T! 1 1 1~ 
2 " - ( ~ I T I \ IIJ ~ 
c ~! r--JpiJT j n EF n F RO L' Gi-!NES S 
C'JR F' = . 03 
cor--n r ~JUE 
s-~- g nTToM E L ~ 11 • 
c. 
r. ') M T I 1\ll 1 E 
R )TF [ ( 1 ) = 
Pn TFI ( 2) = 
PHF I ( 3) = 
P'!TE L <4> = 
B 'J T E I_ < 5 ) = 
270 r:r)N T [ 1U c 
t= L F I/ A T I () 
G~I\IOF I ( 1 ) 
r.=i NO r: l ( 2 ) 
G~N ~ I ( 3 ) 
1 7 .8 
10 . 6 
2 . ~ 
\ R 
~ · --
- 8 . 9 
= 46 . 6 
= 41 . 6 







1_2._ (.' • .:> ! 1: 1 (4) = 20. . 2 
1 '.J_1 r F - 2 • 1 -i . Jn- I (?) = ~ . 9 
1 ?. 2 2 P ,~ C · 1 J T I t.J U t 
12.:1 , *B TToM wr n TL1 
11 ?. 5 r; 
1.2 A R0 TWT4 (1l ~ 9 2 , 
127 8 !) T ~~ Tw(2) = 1 60 . 
1 2 8 ROTWT4(3) = 14 0 . 
1 2 Q 8 0 TWTwC4 ) : 268. 
1 3 0 ?. i T wT I-l (5) : 2 2 5. 
131 29 i1 cor .. n .,u r: 
1 3 2 
1 3 3 C-~N l' MRER 0~ r,A Tf: s 
134 c 
135 G ~ TE( 1 ) = 3. 
136 GATE<2> = 3. 
137 ~hTEC3) = 4. 
1 38 i. ~ TE(4) = 4. 
139 l. ATEC 5 ) = 6. 




















r . •-' 
p .- ~ I G T 4 ( :l. ) = 5 713 4 . 
R ~ NGT4(2) = 6'1 5 4. 
RI_NGTLl(3 ) = 43138 . 
RL GTLl(4) : 51021. 
RLNGT4(5 ) = 39794 . 
31 0 C rJ NT I~ U E 
C * I t- ! p U T G A T ~ 0 PER A T ! n ~ L 0 G 
(' ,_, 
C-::- TOA .,.. E = DAY 
C -::- T I_ 1 = L t: N G T H 0 F T I M f-. C H R S • ) G A T F S W E R F. 0 P f: N G 1 
C* TL2 = Le NGTH OFT M~ CHR~.) GAT FS WFR E OPF r.2 
C* r,1 = HE I !. HT GATtS O~ENE n CF EE T) 
C* r,2 = ~FT G YT G A T~S 0°EN EOCF EE T) 
c 





1 go R':A ('5,? 0R ) I . A -. L1(T).TI2({), 1. G2 
1~1 0 <5'1 5 J= J , 3 
162 r.~~r.1(J, I~ = ~1(J ) 
163 GC~G?<J•I> = G2(J 
164 31 c:; C1 IT I NUt: 





1 7 t' 
171 
172 



























c -::--:1- T ,.. ,p UT t:A ST S~UA~E • S ,...OEF~. FOR nUTpUT FlJNr. 
c 
, 
_. **INP UT INITIAL GUESS C EFFICIFNTS FOR OlFFR. FQ • • 
c 
~**n~PTVATIV ~=A1 * F L O W + A2*RAJN - A2*q - A4*EV AP - FF ' 
,... * -::- ~· u ~ R I= f P S T S A E q ~ 0 R T E R M , 





3.1 6 C 0 T I t\J U E 
RE40(5,904) A1,~2.A3,A4,A5 
313 ~ 0 . rr ,u~ 
00 317 r =1 ,365 
OBSCT> = 0 . 0 
CALC<I ) = 0 . 0 
317 CO TIN' JE 
58 
!I ':? . ' (i ? ... J 
2? ? 
203 
1 2 0 4 
2 0 ~ 
2 3 6 
2 07 
2 0 8 
2 ~ 9 
! 2 1(1, 
1?11 
2 1. 2 
2 l 3 
214 
, 21 5 
. 2~6 
2 ~ 7 










I ? ? 8 
I 229 











S 18 <:; = 0 . 
ssos = Do 
Ti lME = ISTRT- 1 
F ~ F I_ l- = o T R U E • 




3 511 C" ·' I tLIC: 
** 
I 1 IME = iTIME + 1 
T ~- = r T I 11.1 E 
T2 = Ti*T l 
T = r2 * T1 
T4 = T~ * T1 
T5 = r4 * r 1 
T6 = Tr; * Tl 
rnMD I ITE ~TAGE f-IGHT~. COMPACT. I I 6TH R ~. P L YN 
Y N = COEFIN<l> + COEF NC2)*T1 + COE~ 
-l:- + C n b F f\J ( 4 ) * T 3 + 1J E F I ' C 5 ) * T 4 + C E F' 
* CrJ~~I~C7),~·T6 
nqS(TT!~E) = 6PR X( 1) + APR~(?l*Tl • AP~X{3)*T2 
* + APRX{4)*T 3 + ~Pq)((5>* T4 • APRX<6>*T5 • APR~( I 
·:.c7)*T6 
c 
nBs1<rTIME) = APR x1<1 
*(3)*T2 + APRX1C4)* r 3 + 
*5 + APRX1{7)*T6 
+ APRx1<2>*i1· + Aoqxl 1 
APRX1(5)*T4 • ' APQX!<t>*T 









' S E T II o ' F () R L 0 W C: R S E C T I 0 t-- t 
'S~TUPL' IF UPP~R SECTIO N 
T~(L(I~ . EQ . 1> GO To 351 
CAlL SETLIP< T STRT, L O~J, tA ME,KSFCT,KRA I) 
r, . TO 352 
C!JNTINU~ 









































l~((JTI~E•1> .E Q. <NO AYS+1)) GO To 36 0 
r; · rn 35 0 
c * F 1 " ' r ~ H F n r \J r F G 
3 6 0 ~JT I "l U c: 
!PTS = <N AYS - I~ TRT) + l. 
NR ITE(~ , 9 C 6) a 1. A 2 ,A3.A4,A ~ 
c ' 
~ ** O~P U T~ ISE AND RMS 
c 
(':-::- * tll ! o W A5 fjR A1-] A5 T n Bt= CHA~t GF O 
c 
REA0(4,907) !Up, A5 
IF<T UP .E Q. 1 ) GO TO 31 6 
I F <IU P . :: Q. 2 , :;1 TO !0 0 
GO TO 313 
C**~="nPMA T S 
9 00 FORMAT(80 A1) 
90 1 FQqMAT(18X,J2,F10.4) 
9 0 ? F O RMAT(1 0 x,~1 0 ,4, 2) 
9 r ( ~ D R~ATC7E 10 .4 ) 
9 0 4 FORMATC5E10.4) 
906 FORMAT(2X,~14.6 , 7 H *F01 + ,~14.6,4H~R1 ,3 ~ - , 
*E14.6,4~ * Q1,3H - I E14.6.5H *E1 ,2H- ,E 1 4.6) 
907 FORMAT(I1,E10.4) 
9~R FORMA ( J3,5x, I 2.5 Y , I2,5X,3F5.2,4X,3F5,2> 
90 9 FORMAT(7~ 10 .4,2 x . R A1) 
91 0 FORMATC5t10) 































s u 8 R OTJ T I . ~ s E 7 u :> ( 1 s T R T • L 0 w • N A M F , K s F c T , K R A ! I ) 
C 0 M M 0 ~~ I 0 Y N AM I P A q AM ( 4 0) , HIS T R ( 8) 
cnMMf'\ t/~llt\Jf:/ A.l. A), EVAPR. R/1 I tR. a, FLOW, A3, A4, A5 
COMMO / ~ OM/ RAII\JC 6 ,365),EVAPC365),MOC12),H L O~F 
* R c >:; ' • R n T ~ L < 5 > 1 G R N n F L < 5 > ~ P o r w H < 5 > , c; A T E c 5 > , R 1 ~~ G 
*T H (5),AOEA(5),CnEF l N(7).TI1c3 5),TL?<365),\, (~) 
*•~rHG1cn,O L K>,GC4G 2 (Q,n L K),APRXC7),APRX1(7),y N 
. *,OR~1(3A5) 
r 0 ~ ~ 0 r..t I E R R I 0 9 S ( 6 5 ) • C A I C C 3 6 5 > , N P T S , I S E , ~ Q ~ , 
*S03C 
~XTEP~A L OERI V, R~4 
01Mf=,t ~YON YN(2), MAXER(1), MTNERC1), F~() 
ECJ LIIVALENCE<YN<1> ·HISTR(l) >, <T0,PARAM(4) >, 
**{H,PAPAM(6)), CCOMOEL,PAR~M(8)), (M!NOF.L,PARAM 
*12)), <ERFLG,PAOAM <19) ) , CFN{1),HJSTRC3)) 
REAl MAXER,MIN8EL·MINER 
P.JTF.G!=R CALF 
P i T!=C:cq T1. 1 , T'_ ? 
LOGICAL ExPc o· , E ~ FLG 
PEA. L M rJy T 
FYTEN ED !AME ( 8 > . 
DATA M0/3 1 ,28,31, 30,31,30,31,31,30;31,30,31; 
n~TA MAXEP,MINER/ 1 .0,1 . 0;, MTNDEL/,01/ 
r:J /). T h c '( D c (I ~ J I . T:::) ' I c . I 
DATA FR;LG/ . T ~U E . / 
IF< .NnT . ERF' G) r::o TO 100 
















. r0 : TSTRT 
J = ISTRT 
L = .) - 1 
Nf10 = 1 
K = K~FCT 
M = KRAIN 
REA0(5,j_) YN(J.) 
1 FORMAT(E10 . 4) 
WliiTE(6,2) YN(l) 
61 
!' i 4(11 
' 
41 
I 42 43 




































78 ,, 79 
----=--==== 
2 F ~RMAT(2X .9~I IT I AL .~10.4~1X,4HFFET) 
r. oMnr:, = . 1 
'":~IF= 1 
I TfMP = ~ 
I ~ TC /TTEMP 
~ **STFP S!Zf = COMOEL I ~ ALF 
CALC C, t) = YN(1) 
o : rR = YIN - CALC<J) 
HA Lf: ,5 
IFCDJFR . LT. 0,) GO Tn 50 
GO T0 60 
5~ CONTI~t!JE 
HALF = - HALF 
OIFR = - OIFR 
6 0 CONTINUE 
Y~ 1 (1) = RLNGT~(K) * ( CALC<J ) * <BOTWTHCK) + 2, 
**CA LCC .J)) +HA LF* DIFRo<BnT WTH <K> + 2.• . JFR>> 
10 Cf'JNTI~UE 
r .~ 1 1 r "' T c P A R A M • H • ~ T R . n E P 1 v 1 Q K 4 , P K .1 , 1 _ r. , T ~ 
·:}COMnEL .CALF,l,Ml tDEI , 0 ,0, 0 ,E XPCON ,MAXER,._. ~· ER> 
1 0 0 C 0 N T I f\t U E 
J r ( l T F M p • E Q • 0 ) w R I T F ( 6 I 5 ) j , cAL c.< ,) ) , 0 8 s ( J 
L = L -. 1 
C**l-i~T AREA 
'"' !;. 1 = y I .J * { 8 () T t,.; ;- H ( K I + 2 • * v I .I ) 
C* HY DRAU L IC RADIUS 
(' 
u 
X = YT N I BOTWTHC ~ ) 
R = ci. 0 + 2,0*X> I ( 1,0 + 2.0*X * SQRT<1.0+4, 
•)) *YI N 
C***********************~********~*******~*****~***** 
c 
oo 20 tcT = 1, 10 
C•LOW~R ,...URFACE AR'=A 
W A 3 = 1 0 0 • * ( R 0 T ft.J T H ( I< ) + 4 , * A L C ( .J ) ) 
C•EVAP RATE FT**3 I DAY 
E\/ APR :: EVAP(L) * WA3 
C*RA IN RATE FT••3/ DAY 
RAINR ~ RAJ~(M,L) * WA3 




























1 kl 5 
106 
1 07 
1 0 8 













~ nss = ABS<GA Lr < > - nBs1cL>> 
S O~T~ = S RT< 2 . o3? .2• B~400,6HLOSS) 
:->~ ST t:: 0 1 CO.t C rJ FDR GATFS OPE 1En TL1 HR • 
n1 = .6 6 C27.• GC-iG 1< 1, L)> 6 SQRT1 
n2 = .6 * < 2 7.•, C ~Gl< 2 .L >> • SQRTl 
Q3 = .~ * < 27.•~C u G1 < 3.L>> * SC':JRT1 
·JC"(G ATE(K) .G T. 3 . } Q3 = <GATF(K)- 3 . ) • Q3+(.! 3 I 
S 0 MQ = TL1 ( L) * < ~ 1+Q2+Q3) 'I 
rr<T L2C L > .EQ. 0) ~0 TO 1 05 
C-~:· STEP 2 CA LC Q FOR GATE . OPF 1E0 TL 2 HRS 
Q1 = .~ * < 2 7.* ~C~G 2<1.L)) * SQRT1 
1
1 
o 2 = .6 * (27. •,C-iG2<2,L)) * SQRT 1 
Q3 = .6 * (27,oG C~G 2( 3,L)) * SQRT1 j 
I F ( G A T 6 { K ) • G T • 3 • ) Q 3 = ( G A. T F ( K ) - 3 • ) * Q 3 + 0 3 II 
S U~ Q = TL2<L> * < ~ 1+Q2+Q3) + SUMQ 
C* DISrHARGE FT••31 DAY II 
105 Q = SUMQ I 24. 
C•ENEQG v GRADIE NT ~ 
H I _ O ~S = A8 S<CA. , ( ! ) - YI I ) 
S = HI OSS I RLNGT'-i(K) 
C•FL OW RATE FToo3 I DAY 
FLOW : 1.4861.03 * WA l * R••.67 • ~QR TCS> 
C* I NTFGRATE FOR 1 STEP S TZE 
CA L J NT EG(PARAM) 
I r < • "' n ,. . !;:: R r L G > n T 0 :1. 1 0 
1~ R I T E ( 4 , 2 0 0 > 
20 0 FnRMATC2X 9Hl NTEG ERR > 
P AU SE 
11 0 CON TI NUE 
C*HAV C NEW VOL UME 
C•NJ:=E n HEIGHT r OR NEW ME'1N Vnl UME 
I F ( v I N • L T • C A L C ( .J ) ) H l 0 S S = - H L 0 S S 
JFCJCT .E Q. 1 ) J = .I + 1 
8 = BOTW TH<K> I 2. 
BSQ = 8 .. 8 
AC = - HLOSS*BOTW TH<K> HLOSS*H L OSSIR LNGT~ 
•(K ) + 2. 
* * YN (l)IRL NGT4 <K> 
HT : <-8 + S0RT< BS Q+AC>> I 2. 
C*NEW HE IG HT 
63 
II 64 
==-= ------ -=--- -----
1?.0 ALC( I ) = HT 
12:1 2 · r: 0 T-T-t\fU E 
:?? 3 F O RMA.TC2X,51-4C'lAT~ . f3,5HFI _QI.J .El1.4,2X,6Hr" IJ .FT.) 
123 6 F OPMATC 2 .7H0 T S~4 ' ,E 11 ,4,2X.5YEVAP ,E11,4,2~, 
124 -:l-'?I-1RAT ' · 
125 *E11 . 4,2X, 6~ CU .F f . ) 
126 t:; FI')~MAT(?)(,4!-li)AY ,J :. ,1X,8HCAIC HT ,E11.4,2V,8Hn8SV 
127 -=<J.:=1 i .4,?X,4 FEET> 
12p R~TUR~ 
129 END 












































S UaRU t ~INE ETUP LCISTRT,LOW , AME,K~Ecr,KQ 
~'-'MO~ ;n v l AM/ o,A q AM ( 40 ) 1 IJ I STR (A) 
C ,_.,M() t/F U C/ A1,A ~ .E Vt.PR.RAI tR ,Q,F LOW ,A 3,A4,A 5 
r QM>1() . J/C OM/ RAI I ( J 1 36 5) , fVAPC3 5), , Q (12),,... ~ J ~F 
-*C?<5> .snrc:L c5> I r.: R"J EL <5> . ROTWTH<5> . GAT~<5 ,o !.. ·G 
{!-Tl-l<5>, AREA<5> ~ r: oEF i t<7 >. TL 1 c3 65> ,rL 2<3o'5> . - <~> 
>.} ~ GCf-IGl <'L O L K) . GCYG2<0~0I K> ,AP!=?XC7) , APRX1(7 ,. Y· N 
• -:}I 08S1 ( 365) 
COMMOt-.; /ERR/ OBS< ~ 65) CAICC365>, PTS,T~E.~<: Q c:, 
·:}S OB S 
EXTER IAL nEq 1 V, R!.\ 4 
0 I M t= I s I 0 1\j y N ( 2 ) . M A X E R ( 1 ) I M T N E R ( 1 ' I F ~ ( ) 
fQUIV LENCE<YNC1>,HISTR(1)), (T0~PARA M (4 ) ) , 
*(H,PARAM(6)), <C OM ; F I_ ,PARAM(8)), <MtN Fl ,P"GA~o~( 
~- 12 > ) , C E R F I_ G , P A R A. M < 1 9 ) ) , ( F ~ ' ( ) , ~ I S T R < 3 ) } 
REA L MAXER ,MI NDEL.MINER 
I ~J T E G F. R C A L F 
I ") T F ~ c q T l 1 ' T I 2 
LOGICAL EXPCON, EqFLG 
REAL MNHT 
- EXTEN8E D NAME<8) 
DATA M0/31,28,31, 30,31 ,3 0 ,31 1 31,30,31,3 0 , 31/ 
DATA MAXER,MINER/ 1 ,0,1,0;, MINDEl 1.011 
rATA F XP~ O N /. TR U E . / 
DAT A ERFLG/.TRUE. I 
IF< .NoT.EQrLG) GO TO 100 
WRITE(6,909) NAME 
909 FORMAT(1H 1 ,5X , A1, l x ,A1,1 x ,2A 1 ,1X~A1, 1x ,A1, Y, 
*2A1) 
T0 = I~ T RT 
,) = ISTRT 
= j - 1 
NDO = 1 
K = K~ECT 
M = KRAIN 
READ<5,1) YN<l > 













































2 FnqMATC2X.9HI NI T J AL ,F1~.4,1X,4HFEET> 
r. n M o·J:: c = . 1 
ll! C" = 1 
TTFMP = 0 
I STC /TTEMP 
C **~T ~ P SlZE = CQMOEL I SALF 
C A L C ( .J ) = Y N ( 1 ) 
DIFR = CALCCJ) - nB Sl< J > 
HA LF = . 5 
JF < I r- R . LT. 0 . ) t,Q T 50 
r,o Tn o0 
5 71 CONTINUE 
HAL F = - HA I_ F 
DJFR = - DIFR 
6 .Z C'J TINUE 
Y'\1(1) = RI_ NGTH(J.<) * ( AL C<.J) * CROTWTHC K) + 2. 
-~ * C A. I_ C < , J ) ) + H A L F * 0 I F R * ( 8 n T W T H ( K ) + 2 • * n f R ' ) 
1 0 C 0 ~~ T T N IJ E 
{:- 1 . ~- r tn ~= L , 0 , 0 , 0, c x ocoN,M AYEP , MI ER> 
1 01 0 CONTI "-IU~ 
tF C IT~MP .EQ . 0> WRITE(6,5 ) J, CALC(J), 0 StJ) 
L = L • 1 
C••WET AREA 
WA1 = CALC CJ ) * C RQTWT~ ( K) + 2 . •CA LC (J)) 
C*HY : oAt Jt. TC qAOi u c:; 
X = CALC ( J ) I BOT W ~H( K ) 
R = ct . 0 + 2 . 0*X> I <1 .0 + 2 . 0•x * SQRTC1.e +4, 
-*>> * CALC(J ) 
c 
c 
00 20 tcT = 1, 10 
C*LOWFR SURFACE AREA 
WA3 = 1 00 . * <80T WTH <K> + 4.•CALC(J)) 
C• EVAP RATE rT**3 I DAY 
FVAPR = EVAP ( L ) * WA3 
C*RAI~ RATE FT•• 3 / DAY 
RAINR = RAI NCM, L) * WA3 
C*DTSCHAR~E RATE FOR t,AT ~ OP~Nl G~ 












































~ Q o . 1 = SQRT<2 . *3 2 .2* 64 00 .* YLO SS> 
II 
C ·:} S T ~ P 1 -1\ L"r. Q F 0 R G A T E · 0 P C: N E ll T L H R S . 
(.)1 = .6 * <27.*r,c ~ r,1< l) o · · Cl RT1 
q 2 = . 6 * < 2 7 • * C •i (~ 1 < ~ , L ) > * S Q R T 1 
n3 = ,6 * (27,* r;CHG 1< ~ .L )) * SRRT1 
l < G A T E < K > • G T . 3 . l Q 3 = < G A T r: ( 1<: ) 3 . ) * 0 3 + f.' 3 jl 
S -.I M n = T L 1 < L > * < 'J 1 + Q ~ + Q 3 > I 
TF<TL?(L) . EQ.0) r. n T 1 0 ~ 
C -~ ST E P 2 C A L r. Q r 0 R G A T E S 0 P c IE n T L ? H R S 
(.)1 = .6 * C27,*r,CHG2C1.L)) * SORT1 
n2 = .o * ( 27,*GC Y r,2< ~ ,L)) * SORT1 
o ~ = . 6 * c27.orcyr,2c 3 .L >> * s nRr1 
IF<'-ATE(K) . GT . 3 . ) Q3 = <GAT~<K) - 3.) * Q3+ f:' 3 
SUMO = TL2<L> * ( Q1+Q2+Q3) + SUMQ 
C*DlS~~ARGE FT**3 / 0AY 
105 (.) : SUMQ 1 24, 
C*E NERGY GRAniENT 
H ~ OSS = ABS<CALC( J ) - nBS1CJ)) 
~ = H I f') S S I R L ~~ r, T w ( K ) 
C-:l-r l n 1~ PATE FT**3 I n h Y 
FLOW : 1 . 486/,03 * WA1 * R*o,67 * QRT<S> 
C*I~TFGRATE FOR 1 STEP S I ZE 
CALL T N TEG<PA~AM> 
IFC.NnT . ERr LG> GO TO 110 
W ~JTF(4,200) 







HETGHT FOR NEW ME AN VO LUME 
IFCCA ! C(J) .LT. ogs1< J)) Hi OSS = - HU 1S S 
IF< ICT .E Q. 1) J = J + 1 
8 = RnTWTH<K) I 2 . 
BSQ = B * B 
AC = - HL OSS*90TW THCK ) - HI OSS*H L OSSIR L "'J I':T~(K) 
* + 2, 
**Y N C1)1RL ~ GTH (~) 
HT = (-8 + SORT< BSQ+AC) ) I 2. 
C*Nft.J HE GHT 













:l3.:l I " 
2 0 'T! ~ ~u-
3 ~=" 0 R tf A I( 2 X , 5 H D 1\ T ~ . T 3 , ::> 1-l F L 0 \..1 E 11 • 4 , 2 X • l- ~ U • F T • 
* . ) 
6 ~ " P "1 A T ( 2 X , 7 H 0 J S C H r, , E :l 1. • 4 , 2 X , 5 H E V A P , F 11 . 4 , 2 ')( , 
*5Y 0 A t , 
*F.11 . 4 , ?X, 6HCU . ~ T . ) 
S F O~M ATr2 v , 4 H fJAY , J4 , 1 X,PHCAi C HT ,E1 ) , 4, 2 , 
*8H 08 ~ ' HT , 





0 0 · C I MCO N 
1 S J 8 R OiJ II N E 0 E R I V 
2 r: 








C**F I\.l < 1) = RATE OF VoL'JM '":: CHt~NGE 
r; 
CI1MMnl /nYNAM/ PA RA M<4 0 >. HISTR(8) 
COMMO~/F UN C/ A1,A 2 ,EVAPR,RAI NR,Q,FL OW ,A3,A4,A5 
DlMENSION YN<2>,F N <l> 
FO UTV ALE NC ECYN( l ).HISTR(l)), <FNC1),HJST PC3)) 




















































SUAR UTI NE ISE(f\.JA ME,ISTRT, DAYS> 







EXT F ·nED NAME<8> 
~ T~ nE D DNAME(1 ) 
s-c 5s 
f'A = ,., 
CP : 1 
JZ 6s 
WRITE(1,1 ) NAME 
FOR~AT<2X.8A1) 
6 CO"JTTNUE 
c:;sQS = 0 . 0 
sn8s = 0.0 
C-~ CAlC. SUM OF SQRS 
no 20 I=ISTRT,NOA Y 
SI"JBS = OBS< I) + S0 8S 
SSQS = <OBS<J> - ~ ALC(J}) 
c 
**? + SSI':lS 




TEMP= CALC(!) * 1 0 . 
fTEt-iP : TEMP 
r 1_ r:( ) = !TE MP I 10. 
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CA = 0 
CP :1 JF 1 NO WRTT E 
JZ 3 0s 
CALL WRITE 
CO JTINUE 
ASE = SQRT<SSQSl I SO BC:: * 100 , 
S~E = SQR T<SSQSI NPTS) 
~J RITE(6,1 0 0> ASE 
II 
... -¥J C(TTF(6 , 2 00 ) SQF 
W ~TTf ( , 0 00 ) !F!L 
100 ~=" · P"'1Arcsx,25His~= ~-oR ooEr::EF ING rOFF., r: .21 
2 V' ~ r 'J p M A T c 5 x , 1 2 H M E t. ' ~ Q ~ R R , r:: 1 4 . > 
3~0 F OP~AT ( 2X,7H F IL~ = I [5) 
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FIGURE 13 
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